The SEEMSG meeting scheduled for November 9, 2019 will take place in the Doctrow hall of St Edmund Hall, Oxford by the kind invitation of Dr Alexandra Vukovich. Please note that this meeting will be followed by AGM.

10:30 am – 11:00 am
Tea & Coffee

11:00 am – 12:00 pm
Dr Monica White
‘The Byzantine "Charm Defensive" and the Rus’’

12:00 pm – 1:00 pm
Dr Petra Melichar
‘The Empress’s New Clothes. Transformation and Integration of a Foreign Bride in the Byzantine Environment’

1:00 pm – 1:45 pm
Lunch

1:45 pm – 2:45 pm
Professor Will Ryan
‘The "Gates of Aristotle" - A Strange Title with a Curious History’

2:45 pm – 3:45 pm
Professor Simon Franklin
‘Russian Words on Foreign Images: Manuscript Caption Cycles to West European Biblical Engravings’

3:45 pm – 4:30 pm
Coffee & AGM